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Alphacam Tools For
Watchmakers On
Show
Specialist functions in Alphacam developed for the watch making industry by the software’s
Swiss reseller will be on display at the forthcoming EPHJ trade fair.
In addition, visitors to MW Programmation’s booth – F49 – at the show in Geneva between
June 12-15 will see demonstrations of the new Alphacam Designer, which is a 3D direct
modelling CAD for CAM tool.
Designer enables users to create new designs or modify existing geometry from third party
CAD systems. Focusing on specific needs of machinist programmers, it provides a quick,
dynamic editing and modelling environment, where users sketch, drag, hold, push or twist, to
create and modify models…and it is not dependent on having a series of parameters that
drive it, or a feature tree.
Michaël Weber, from MW Programmation, says they will also have a presence on machine
tool manufacturer Draco’s booth (G107) to highlight their partnership in developing 5-axis
simultaneous laser machine management for cutting and engraving. “We’ve been working
closely with the Draco Group to simplify machine utilisation as much as possible.”

MW Programmation/Alphacam, booth F49, EPHJ, Geneva, June 12-15.
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About Vero Software
Headquartered in England, Vero Software designs, develops, and supplies CAD/CAM/CAE software radically enhancing the efficiency of
design and manufacturing processes, providing its customers with exceptional value through high productivity gains and significantly
reducing time to market. The company’s world-renowned brands include Alphacam, Cabinet Vision, Edgecam, Machining STRATEGIST,
PEPS, Radan, SMIRT, SURFCAM, WorkNC and VISI, along with the production control MRP system Javelin. Despite the diversity of
application, these solutions have one thing in common: they all address the rising challenges of achieving manufacturing efficiencies and
bring huge value to the operations in which they are deployed.

Vero has direct offices in the UK, Germany, Italy, France, Japan, USA, Brazil, Netherlands, China, South Korea, Spain and India supplying
products to more than 45 countries through its wholly owned subsidiaries and reseller network.
Vero is part of Hexagon, a leading global provider of information technologies that drive productivity and quality across geospatial and
industrial enterprise applications. Hexagon’s solutions integrate sensors, software, domain knowledge and customer workflows into
intelligent information ecosystems that deliver actionable information. They are used in a broad range of vital industries.
Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 18,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of approximately 3.1bn EUR.
Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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